
ReverseLogix
Case Study 

ReverseLogix is a leading software platform that 

empowers businesses with a purpose-built Returns 

Management System (RMS). The Business is engineered 

and designed to perform and delight customers with 

smart returns, transforming a disappointing burden into 

positive experiences.

ReverseLogix works on the model of returning not just the 

logistics but also optimizing it. The company relies on a single 

intuitive platform that connects and manages the entire return 

cycle with zero hardware requirements. 

ReverseLogix developers while working on Azure DevOps 

faced problems with codes getting copied down to their 

local machine. Azure DevOps automatically enables copy 

and paste for all sessions between applications on their 

local device. To prevent this data loss, the company tried 

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) to ensure that all sensitive 

data doesn't get outside the corporate network or to the 

local network. But still, the company was struggling to 

find the right solution.  

This is where our sales consultant reached out to them to 

offer a solution. Our sales team understood their problem and 

made a few discovery calls to offer security measures that 

can prevent their data loss. Our sales consultant sourced a 

requirement gathering form to know about the list of users 

and their work profiles and details of all the applications they 

need to help them fabricate a custom virtual machine.  

The Challenge 
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Based on our discussion, their infrastructure and system 

manager responded to our query with the number of 

users and their work profile, configurations of machines 

for developers, and details of applications on which they 

want to work. They also detailed us on the list of users

which comprised Technical Project Managers, Project Leads, 

Developers, QA, UI Developers/Designers, Technical Writers, 

and Pre-Sales associates. Also elaborated on which 

applications they want to work on.

The Solution 

A thorough analysis of their problems led us to go for a 

Proof of Concept (POC) for their better understanding of 

our VDI solutions. We gathered all the information related 

to restrictions to enable applications to be installed on 

the Citrix server with user grouping etc. After the session 

we set up a trial for 5 users (3 developers, 2 other users) 

for 10 days with all required limit permissions in place 

along with the provided list of applications. 

Based on the trial, we requested them to share feedback 

regarding the server performance or if there is any aspect that 

they want us to improve. Our team also reached them through 

a quick follow-up to check if the hosted virtual desktop is 

running properly and meeting their expectations. 

Angular 8.0 SQL Server C#.Net .Net Core NodeJS  

They were using Azure comprising the following tech Stack. 

They also provided the details of the machine configuration that they were using:  

Developer – Intel core i7 10th gen process, 14/16 GB RAM, 256 GB SSD, Windows 10 pro.  

Other Users - Intel core i5 10th gen process, 8/14 GB RAM, 256 GB SSD, Windows 10 pro 

Desktop Virtualization solution based on the "Citrix 

Virtual Apps & Desktop" platform created for their 

developers and other users. 

The solution was deployed at the Singapore data center for 

India-based users and the US data center for USA-based 

users.  

Features of Current Solution  
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With Ace Cloud Hosting, you can eliminate monotonous user experience by deploying:   

An innovative and flexible way to work    
 
Applications delivered consistently across multi-cloud arrangements  
 
Stringent zero trust security   
 
An agile infrastructure to support modern workforce needs   
 
Scaled, efficiently managed service for users across continents   
 
Centralized control to ease manageability   
 
Rolling data backups to prevent data loss   
 
Personalized user experience with custom configurations   

ACE's VDI fully managed solution eased the transition from Azure DevOps to Virtual Infrastructure ensuring that there is no 

data loss or leakage outside the corporate network.  

Results

Features Installed:  

Data copy between VDI and local system blocked   
 
Two-factor authentication set-up for additional security for virtual desktops   
 
Dedicated firewalls to restrict access to a limited set of websites   
 
30 days of rolling backup plan    
 
Crowd Strike anti-virus installed in the virtual environment    
 
24*7 support available through call, email, and chat    
 
End-to-end implementation and rollout for users   
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A Secure, Flexible, and Easy-to-use Cloud Platform for Remote Working  
As part of its future-proofing strategy, a firm can streamline its technology domain through multi-cloud 

arrangements with ACE. In addition to deploying endpoint security for a secure app or desktop experience, 

network security also forms part of the package.  

Built-in integration with a firewall removes many security concerns. Our additional layers of security ensure that 

the firm’s data is under SSL parameters, so users can leverage a unified platform with stringent security 

measures and backup support.  

30-day Rolling Backup And 99.99% Uptime   
Our experts are constantly working to reduce system downtime. Our software updates are applied to all virtual 

desktops simultaneously, without user intervention and thereby ensuring zero work disruption. Your data is 

regularly backed up in redundant servers for up to 30 days, resulting in 360-degree data protection. 

Delivering Consistent User Experience   
The ACE-enabled solution delivers enhanced user productivity across all devices. With a consistent, easy-to-use 

interface, the entire process of configuring applications has become simplified. No matter the device you use, 

with preconfigured applications, licenses, and security protocols, user experience is simplified and streamlined.  

Critical Benefits of ACE’s Holistic Solution  
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